Dendritic cell vaccination for glioblastoma multiforme: review with focus on predictive factors for treatment response
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Abstract: Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common and most aggressive type of primary brain cancer. Since median overall survival with multimodal standard therapy is only 15 months, there is a clear need for additional effective and long-lasting treatments. Dendritic cell (DC) vaccination is an experimental immunotherapy being tested in several Phase I and Phase II clinical trials. In these trials, safety and feasibility have been proven, and promising clinical results have been reported. On the other hand, it is becoming clear that not every GBM patient will benefit from this highly personalized treatment. Defining the subgroup of patients likely to respond to DC vaccination will position this option correctly amongst other new GBM treatment modalities, and pave the way to incorporation in standard therapy. This review provides an overview of GBM treatment options and focuses on the currently known prognostic and predictive factors for response to DC vaccination. In this way, it will provide the clinician with the theoretical background to refer patients who might benefit from this treatment.
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Introduction to glioblastoma multiforme

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), the World Health Organization (WHO) grade 4 malignant astrocytoma, is the most aggressive primary brain tumor. Clinically, radiologically and genetically, it can be subdivided into primary and secondary GBM. Primary GBM accounts for more than 90% of GBM cases and originates de novo, whereas secondary GBM arises after transformation from a prior low-grade glioma. The incidence of GBM is 2–3 per 100,000 per year for adults and 1.6–2 per million per year in children. It is the most common primary brain tumor, as it accounts for 16% of all central nervous system tumors. In spite of being infrequent, GBM is undoubtedly one of the most debilitating and lethal types of human cancer. This is illustrated by the fact that these central nervous system tumors have the highest average “years of life lost”, which is a measurement for the impact of cancer on the individual patient. Because of the fast and infiltrative growth pattern, the natural course of a GBM is unmerciful with progressive neurological deterioration resulting in death in the short term. To date, GBM remains incurable.

Current treatment options and outcomes

The current standard of care for newly diagnosed GBM in adult patients up to 70 years consists of maximal safe neurosurgical resection, followed by 6 weeks of radiotherapy with concomitant temozolomide and six adjuvant cycles of temozolomide. This so-called Stupp protocol was adapted from a landmark multicenter randomized
Phase III trial. A significant improvement of median overall survival (OS) from 12.1 to 14.6 months, and of median progression-free survival (PFS) from 5.0 to 6.9 months was the result of adding temozolomide chemotherapy to surgery and radiotherapy. Strikingly, there was an important increase of long-term survivors, with 5-year survival rates of 9.8% in the radiotherapy and temozolomide group versus 1.9% in the radiotherapy alone group. Epigenetic silencing of the DNA repair enzyme O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) by promoter methylation accounts for the major part of the survival benefit of adding temozolomide, although MGMT promoter methylation was also found to be an independent prognostic factor.

Despite multimodal treatment, relapse is universal and is associated with a very bad prognosis. No established standard of care exists for patients with a relapsed GBM, but a wide variety of treatment modalities and regimens is or has been the object of clinical trials. The intensive search for new treatments is being driven by a high clinical need and represents the more aggressive and less fatalistic attitude towards a relapsed GBM. We will only briefly discuss this topic to have a background for further reading, and refer to excellent and thorough reviews for more detailed information.

At relapse, reoperation should always be considered. The exact benefit of re-resection, however, remains unknown and is further blurred by the inherent selection bias in case of repeat surgery. Moreover, reoperation is rarely performed without further postoperative adjuvant treatment. Re-irradiation with (hypofractionated) stereotactic radiotherapy or stereotactic radiosurgery for smaller recurrences can be options in selected patients, but their usefulness is still a matter of debate. More often, second-line or salvage chemotherapy is applied. Many chemotherapeutic agents and regimens have been studied. Rechallenge temozolomide and the use of nitrosoureas are the most often used types of chemotherapy in variable schedules and doses, but no regimen has proven to be superior. Overall, the median OS with chemotherapy in studies is reported to be around 5–13 months from start of retreatment. Combination regimens have not been demonstrated to be more effective. Bevacizumab, a monoclonal antibody against vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), has extensively been studied and regimens have been tried in several clinical trials. Most commonly used are whole tumor lysates, or messenger RNA (mRNA) from autologous glioma cells or cancer stem cells. Other investigators have tried single-cell suspensions of tumor cells, interferon-γ (IFN-γ) immunologically enhanced and heat shock-treated cultured GBM cells, or heat shock-induced apoptotic GBM cells to load DC. Furthermore,
Kikuchi et al used fusions of DC with autologous glioma cells\textsuperscript{62,63} and Okada et al used lysate-loaded DC together with IL-4 transfected fibroblasts.\textsuperscript{64} All of these clinical trials with DC vaccination were Phase I or II, focusing mainly on safety and feasibility. Late Phase II and Phase III trials are currently underway. In general, vaccination therapy was safe and well-tolerated, with only two serious adverse events reported. The first was an overwhelming inflammatory reaction in a patient with a large residual tumor,\textsuperscript{36} and the second was a cutaneous GBM after delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) testing, believed to rely on radioresistant tumor cells.\textsuperscript{39} It is difficult to extract other general conclusions from these trials, mainly due to the heterogeneity in the patient population, laboratory procedures used to produce the vaccines, origin of the antigens, administration route and timing, different monitoring assays used for immune monitoring, and different endpoints reported on. However, tumor-specific responses and prolonged survival have been observed in a subgroup of patients. A model to predict this subgroup is not yet available, and nor is a method to further increase the potential number of patients who might benefit from this type of immunotherapy. In general, it is believed that the incremental benefits obtained by tailoring the vaccine will be much smaller than the huge benefits that can be expected by exploring rational combinations of tumor vaccines and strong immunomodulators intervening with checkpoint molecules and key-hub pathways. This novel insight will be elaborated on in more detail in the following sections.

Who will benefit from DC vaccination?

Estimating which patients will benefit from DC vaccination is clinically important and relevant. Firstly, generating autologous tumor lysate DC vaccines implies the collection of tumor tissue obtained in an operation. Using alternative sources of antigens for vaccination other than tumor lysate will inherently restrict the approach to certain (highly selected) subgroups of patients. An operation or reoperation is also important to start the immunotherapy in a state of minimal residual disease (see below). In newly diagnosed patients, surgery is part of the standard therapy. In the setting of relapsed GBM however, a reoperation is not always clearly indicated. The decision to reoperate can depend on the objective to start postoperative vaccination therapy. Also, a leukapheresis has to be performed to harvest a large amount of peripheral blood monocytes as precursor cells for DCs. Thus, starting DC vaccination has to be considered as an invasive therapy. Secondly, the generation, storage, and administration of vaccines are all labor-intensive and expensive activities. In this section, we discuss the currently known prognostic and predictive factors for treatment response to DC vaccination.

Pretreatment patient characteristics

In GBM and other high-grade gliomas, pretreatment patient characteristics were stated to have more impact on outcome than any new treatment itself.\textsuperscript{65} Although provocative, it points out that every new treatment should stratify for these pretreatment variables. We discuss the most important in the setting of DC vaccination.

Age and recursive partitioning analysis (RPA) classification

Age is probably the most important predictor for outcome after DC vaccination.\textsuperscript{39} This can partially be attributed to the less aggressive biological behavior of GBM in younger patients.\textsuperscript{66} However, there is a decreased potency to elicit active immune responses in older patients, because of lower amounts of circulating naïve CD8\textsuperscript{+} T cells that can be primed against novel antigens.\textsuperscript{85} It has been shown that naïve recent thymic CD8\textsuperscript{+} emigrants accounted for the majority of tumor reactive T cells and their relationship with age was predictive for outcome after vaccination.\textsuperscript{31}

RPA is a statistical model used to stratify patients based on several (pretreatment) variables. For newly diagnosed GBM, the first described six prognostic classes of the Radiation Therapy and Oncology Group were adapted and validated to the standard therapy from the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) in 2006.\textsuperscript{68} The variables building up the class are age, WHO performance status, extent of resection, and Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Table 1). In our HGG-2006 Phase I/II trial, in which we integrated DC-vaccination in the standard of

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{RPA class} & \textbf{Age (years)} & \textbf{WHO performance scale} & \textbf{MMSE} & \textbf{Surgery} \\
\hline
3 & $<50$ & 0 & & \\
\hline
4 & $<50$ & 1–2 & $\geq27$ & Complete/partial \\
\hline
 & $\geq50$ & & & \\
\hline
5 & $\geq50$ or $\geq50$ & & $<27$ & Biopsy only \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{EORTC RPA classification for newly diagnosed GBM}
\end{table}


Abbreviations: EORTC, European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; RPA, recursive partitioning analysis; WHO, World Health Organization.
care for newly diagnosed GBM patients, we stratified 77 patients according to this RPA classification. There was a significant survival benefit (both PFS and OS) with lower RPA classification. We found a median OS of 39.7 months in class 3, which was the lowest class. The OS in class 4 was 18.3 months and dropped to 10.7 months in class 5.

In relapsed high-grade glioma (HGG) patients, we have built and adapted a separate 4-class RPA classification based on age, pathology, Karnofsky Performance Score (KPS), and MMSE (Figure 1). There was a significant difference in OS and in the percentage of long-term survivors between the classes, with better outcome for lower classes. The extent of resection was not included, mainly because this parameter is not available in the pretreatment patient counseling but more part of the DC vaccination itself.

To date, pretreatment patient stratification is only rarely reported in vaccination and other immunotherapy trials, probably because of limited numbers of included patients. However, due to heterogeneity of patients’ characteristics which influence outcome in general and probably also treatment response to DC vaccination, a stratification method is mandatory to more correctly compare the outcomes of different trials in this patient population.

Immuneprofile

In most clinical trials for DC vaccination, weaning from corticosteroids is considered an inclusion criterion. The immunosuppressive characteristics of chronically administered steroids are well-known and based on the inhibition of several immune cells and their function. In this context, an inhibitory effect on the activation of antigen-presenting cells, such as DCs, has been identified. On the other side of the spectrum, auto-immunity in the patient’s medical history is generally considered as an exclusion criterion. Of note, allergies and auto-immune diseases themselves reduce the lifetime risk for developing a glioma.

Even without corticosteroids, glioma patients are to a certain extent systemically immunosuppressed, mainly by downregulated T cell and monocyte function. Also, the immunosuppressive myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) are more frequent in GBM patients, but their exact relationship to outcome after DC vaccination has not been clinically explored yet.

As the major objective of DC vaccination is to activate lymphocytes against tumor antigens, the absolute lymphocyte count at the start of vaccination could theoretically be an easy measurable predictor. The prognostic influence of lymphocyte counts has been studied in various malignancies.

---

**Figure 1** HGG immuno RPA classification for relapsed HGG.


**Abbreviations:** HGG, high-grade glioma; RPA, recursive partitioning analysis; WHO, world health organization; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Score; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.
In general, low pretreatment lymphocyte counts were found to be a negative prognostic factor, as was shown for hematologic malignancies such as follicular lymphomas and multiple myelomas and metastasis of solid tumors. After surgery, low lymphocyte counts were found to be negative prognostic factors in grade 4 melanomas and gall bladder carcinoma. More particular for immunotherapy, Schueneman et al reported that patients with lower postoperative lymphocyte counts after resection of pancreatic adenocarcinoma showed less response to immunotherapy with a granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF)-secreting vaccine. For GBM, Grossman et al reported that lower CD4 counts at baseline and 2 months after the start of combined radio- and chemotherapy in newly diagnosed GBM patients, correlated significantly with shorter survival. The cause of death was early tumor progression and not opportunistic infection. This finding may be partially related to glucocorticoid administration, but the authors suggest that a more immunosuppressive state is related to poorer outcome. In this study, no immunotherapy was used. Interestingly, in a study on the use of an epidermal growth factor receptor class III variant (EGFRvIII) mutant peptide vaccine, Sampson et al found that there was an enhanced cellular and humoral immune response in patients with a more profound lymphopenia following a dose-intensified scheme of temozolomide. They stated that, in the phase of homeostatic lymphocyte proliferation, lymphocytes that encounter their antigen (in the form of a vaccine), have a proliferation advantage and become over-represented. A survival benefit for those patients, when compared to patients with the standard temozolomide regimen, was not shown in this small study of 22 patients. Although the results of these studies seem to conflict, these data might suggest that patients with a more pronounced chemotherapy-induced lymphopenia, in general associated with poor outcome, can be good candidates for benefiting from DC vaccination, at least if bone marrow recovery is still possible. It also provides a rationale to start DC vaccination at the moment of (recovering) lymphopenia to maximally benefit from the phase of T cell homeostasis.

**Extent of resection**

Gross total resection, defined by the neurosurgical report and the absence of residual contrast enhancement in an early (<72 hours) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) after surgery, is a prognostic parameter for better outcome. The survival benefit of a complete resection as compared with an incomplete resection was calculated to be 4.9 months. When gross total resection is not possible, a more extensive, subtotal resection also improves outcome, in an incremental way correlated with the percentage of resection and the residual tumor volume. DC vaccination is generally only applied to patients with at least a subtotal resection, because of the fear for inflammatory peritumoral reactions in patients with large bulky residual tumors. Moreover, the state of minimal residual disease is believed to be essential to minimize the immunosuppressive effect of the GBM, and patients with low residual tumor volumes are less likely to need immunosuppressive corticosteroids. Liau et al showed in a study of 12 participants that patients with stable or minimal residual disease at the start of vaccination did develop systemic antitumor cytotoxicity, and at recurrence, intracranial T cell infiltration. Patients with tumor progression did not develop any of these. Another recent study dichotomized between more or less than 20 cm³ residual tumor volume at the start of DC vaccination, and showed a significant OS advantage after multivariate analysis in the group with lower residual tumor.

**Tumor characteristics**

GBM, diagnosed on histopathological criteria is not a uniform pathological entity. Classical histopathology is increasingly being supplemented by genetic and epigenetic information, and subclassifications of GBM on the basis of genetic alterations or gene expression profiles are being developed. These additional data give more insight in the origin and characteristics of the disease itself, but they also provide new prognostic information and sometimes even therapeutic opportunities. We have to be careful when interpreting these data as the tumor itself can show marked intratumoral heterogeneity, so the results of the molecular analysis can depend on which part was examined. In the setting of autologous DC vaccination, the tissue available for advanced subclassification is usually small, as most of the tumor is used for the preparation of vaccines.

**Mutations**

The most well-known and clinically widely used mutation is IDH1, which discriminates between primary and secondary glioblastomas and which is associated with better survival. Other typical mutations, like NF-1, RB-1, and TP53 have been described with their prognostic relevance, and provide more insight in the pathogenesis of different types of GBM. The relevance for DC vaccination will certainly be elaborated during the next years when more extensive mutational analysis will be done on tumors of
trial patients. Of particular interest, Parsa et al showed that loss of \textit{PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog)} due to deletion or mutation leads to an increased expression of the immunosuppressive protein B7-H1 (or PD-L1). Glioma cells without PTEN expression were resistant to killing by tumor-specific T cells in culture.\textsuperscript{91} Tumors with PTEN loss showed fewer tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and are associated with poor outcome.\textsuperscript{92,93} A nice example of the clinical application of mutational analysis to guide immunotherapy has been published by Sampson et al, who used a EGFR\textsubscript{VIII}-targeted peptide vaccine only in patients expressing this mutation, which occurs in approximately one-third of GBM. They reported good results, but also showed that upon recurrence, 82% of tumors had lost EGFR\textsubscript{VIII}, thereby proving immunologic escape after targeting a single antigen.\textsuperscript{39}

\textbf{Gene expression profiles and DNA methylation}\n
There has been done extensive work done on developing molecular classification of GBM according to their preferential gene expression or transcriptional signature.\textsuperscript{94–97} Different experimental groups set up different subclassifications, which might trouble the final interpretation. The Phillips classification describes three (proneural, mesenchymal, and proliferative) subclasses and the Verhaak classification recognizes four (classical, neural, proneural, and mesenchymal) distinct gene expression profiles.\textsuperscript{98,99} Comparison led to the identification of robust proneural and mesenchymal subtypes.\textsuperscript{98} Recently, the work on subclassification of GBM has been further elaborated by a comprehensive study from Sturm et al, who classified GBM according to DNA-methylation patterns and hotspot mutations, and integrated this in gene expression profiles.\textsuperscript{96}

Prognostic relevance has been attributed to certain profiles and genes. The proneural subtype is associated with IDH-1 mutations, tends to occur in younger patients, and has the best OS prognosis.\textsuperscript{96} Lee et al identified the proneural subtype as the main cause for the survival benefit in younger patients.\textsuperscript{66} Gene mutations and gene expression profiles are linked, as NF1 deletions and PTEN mutations predominantly occur in the mesenchymal subtype, and IDH1 and TP53 mutations in the proneural subtype. Secondary GBM were in fact mostly proneural. The mesenchymal gene profile is recognized by the overexpression of genes responsible for angiogenesis, invasion, and migration.\textsuperscript{93,94} The patients with this type of GBM have a poor prognosis. Interestingly and surprisingly, a recent Phase I study of Prins et al on DC vaccination showed a significant extended OS in nine patients with the mesenchymal gene expression profile, in comparison with a semi-matched group of 82 control patients with the same molecular profile.\textsuperscript{97}

There was no survival benefit for tumors with the proneural profile. Also, they found a significantly higher number of CD3\textsuperscript{+} and CD8\textsuperscript{+} TILs in tumors with a mesenchymal signature when compared to tumors with the proneural profile. At recurrence, they noted an increase of CD3\textsuperscript{+} and CD8\textsuperscript{+} TILs in mesenchymal tumors but not in proneural tumors. Although these data have been generated in a small study group and although they seem to be in conflict with the PTEN immunosuppressive status in the mesenchymal subtype, defining a gene expression signature that predicts a good response to immunotherapy can be of major importance. Interestingly, in a recent paper, Naeini et al described MRI criteria to predict the mesenchymal profile.\textsuperscript{98} When validated, this finding could simplify the ongoing investigation of the relationship between DC vaccination and gene expression profiles.

\textbf{Tumor microenvironment}\n
\textbf{Infiltrating lymphocytes}\n
TILs are reported to be present in 28%–60% of gliomas. A relationship between the presence of TILs and enhanced survival has been reported in other cancers, including melanoma, ovarian carcinoma, and colorectal carcinoma.\textsuperscript{99} For GBM, several older studies have evaluated the effect of T cell infiltration on outcome. The results are inconsistent with studies describing a positive correlation between infiltrating lymphocytes and good outcome,\textsuperscript{100} no correlation,\textsuperscript{101} and even a negative correlation.\textsuperscript{102} These conflicting results are probably due to the lack of subclassification of TILs. Recent papers indeed showed a positive correlation between CD8\textsuperscript{+} effector T cells and longer survival.\textsuperscript{103,104} These findings provide some evidence for cellular immune responses that are involved in long-term tumor control. After DC vaccination, several groups have found CD4\textsuperscript{+} and CD8\textsuperscript{+} infiltrations (that were not present on initial histopathology) in patients undergoing re-resection or biopsy at relapse.\textsuperscript{32,33,50,59,60} This represents an immunological response to DC vaccination, but does not prove efficacy since this is only measured at time of relapse. Interestingly, recent studies showed that TILs were significantly associated with the mesenchymal transcriptional subclass, providing further evidence for the hypothesis that these transcriptional subgroups might be more immunogenic.\textsuperscript{92,97}

The recognition of the importance of immunosuppressive regulatory T cells (Tregs) in the tumor microenvironment has changed the general view on TILs.\textsuperscript{105} This subpopulation of CD4\textsuperscript{+}CD25\textsuperscript{+}FoxP3\textsuperscript{+} or CD4\textsuperscript{+}CD25\textsuperscript{+}CD127\textsuperscript{dim} cells was found to be present in about half of the GBM, whereas it is absent in normal brain tissue.\textsuperscript{106,107} There were clearly lower levels of Tregs in lower grade gliomas as compared to the high-grade gliomas.
Also, it was shown that the proportion of Tregs in the total CD4+ population was not only increased in tumor tissue, but also in the peripheral blood of GBM patients, with clear immunosuppressive characteristics. The exact value of these Tregs is not well-established, illustrated by the fact that a significant relationship between Tregs infiltration and survival in humans could not be shown in three separate studies. In animal experiments, it has been shown that depletion of regulatory T cells in a murine glioma model was beneficial for survival, especially when combined with DC vaccination. In humans, many therapeutic agents to eliminate Tregs directly, or via its upstream regulator indoleamine-pyrrole 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) are currently under investigation, but to date, no late phase clinical trials have been published. As Tregs are not present in all GBM samples, the benefits of these therapeutic actions may be limited to those tumors harboring high amounts of Tregs.

Other factors in the microenvironment
GBM are heavily infiltrated by microglia and macrophages, which are reported to make up to 30% of the tumoral mass. Although once thought to be an anti-tumor response, it has become clear that these cells, once recruited in the glioma, lose their anti-tumor efficacy. Even more strikingly, via multiple paracrine and synergistic interactions with the glioma cells, they adopt an immunosuppressive and pro-tumoral function. In this way, they promote tumor proliferation, angiogenesis, and invasion. Their important pro-tumoral function was shown in a recent publication by Pyonteck et al. They showed that blocking the CSF-1 receptor on macrophages led to significantly increased survival in a mouse proneural GBM model and in patient-derived glioma xenografts. Strikingly, they showed that the macrophages were not depleted in the tumor, but rather re-educated by downregulation of M2 macrophage-polarizing genes. Many other cell populations interact in the tumor microenvironment, including neural precursor cells, endothelial cells, astrocytes, and fibroblasts. The extensive and often reciprocal interactions between these cells and tumor cells are currently being unraveled. This will undoubtedly help to reveal the importance of the tumor microenvironment on the local immune interactions after systemic immunotherapy. Nevertheless, turning the immunosuppressive microenvironment into an anti-tumor environment is a logical but challenging next step in brain cancer immunotherapy.

Monitoring during therapy
The immune-monitoring problem
Measuring the anti-tumor response as a surrogate marker to determine the efficacy of an immunologic treatment is a clinical problem that has not been solved completely. Misinterpreting the efficacy, however, can lead to unnecessary abortion of effective treatment, or, on the other hand, can lead to wasting time when one proceeds with an ineffective therapy.

To explore the immunologic response, most clinical trials have included some kind of immune monitoring, and have sometimes correlated this with clinical outcome. The variation in methods for immune monitoring and the sometimes conflicting results confuse the interpretation and comparison of outcomes. Furthermore, in the particular case of DC vaccination using DC pulsed with whole tumor lysates, the lack of knowledge of which (dominant) antigen the immunotherapy has been directed at impedes the measurement of specific immune responses. It is also possible that the peripheral immune response does not adequately reflect what is happening in the brain. Moreover, the sometimes extensive laboratory manipulations necessary for immune-monitoring procedures might influence the final results of the monitoring to a greater extent than the presumed immunization in the patient.

Selected examples of frequently used immune-monitoring tools
A positive DTH test has been reported to be associated with better clinical outcome in several reports, but other reports mention either a lack of positive DTH reactions, or a lacking correlation with outcome. IFN-γ production by peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), as a marker for tumor-specific Th1 T cell response against tumor antigens has frequently been studied. Wheeler et al observed post-vaccine, antigen-directed IFN-γ response using a quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) assay in 17/34 GBM patients, and found significantly longer PFS and OS in these vaccine responders. Yu et al also used qPCR and found IFN-γ mRNA accumulation after vaccination in response to tumor lysate, but did not correlate this with outcome. Measuring tumor-reactive CD8+ T cells after vaccination by IFN-γ ELISPOT, Yamanaka et al found a significantly better OS in 7 out of 16 patients, in whom they found tumor reactive effector T cells. Kikuchi et al also reported an increase in IFN-γ production in a culture of PBMCs and glioma cells, as measured by ELISA. Repeated fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis of lymphocyte populations before and after vaccination is a conventional monitoring tool. However, to date, no robust and uniformly reproducible vaccination responses have been established. A recent
publication found an increased natural killer (NK) cell ratio to be significantly correlated with prolonged OS and PFS on the one hand, and with decreased levels of the immunosuppressive TGF-beta on the other hand. A study by Yamanaka et al also reported an increase in NK cells, but other studies didn’t find significant changes in NK cells during or after vaccination. In an elaborated immune-monitoring study, Fong et al found predictive survival values for decreased ratios of Treg frequency and decreased CTLA-4 expression on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells after DC vaccination. They calculated cut-off points to provide a straightforward tool for immune monitoring and response prediction.

We refer to other reviews for comparative summaries of the immune-monitoring results. In general, one can estimate that tumor-specific immune responses can be detected in approximately 50% of patients, but their relationships with clinical outcome remain mostly unclear.

Cluster analysis of multiple data
It is likely that the efficacy of treatment cannot be measured fully in one or two immune parameters, and a more complex interpretation of multiple parameters will be needed to cover the different physiological responses after immunotherapy. In this respect, some progress has been made during the last years by using cluster analyses.

Fadul et al performed hierarchical clustering of five post-vaccine lymphocyte functional parameters, which led to the identification of two distinct groups of immunological responders and non-responders. The group of responders had significantly longer OS and a trend to longer PFS in this small study of ten patients. The single immune parameters themselves, however, were poor predictors of survival. In the discussion, they stated that by combining multiple assays, one can measure immune responses that can’t be detected by single assays. Ardon et al performed a cluster analysis on relative frequencies of several immune cell populations measured by FACS analysis on patients with newly diagnosed GBM. DC vaccination was started after concomitant radiochemotherapy and FACS was performed at the time of leukapheresis (LF) and the first vaccination (V1), thus before the start of vaccination. They explored clustering of several immune parameters, of which Treg and NK cell ratios (V1/LF) contributed most to cluster membership, which resulted in the determination of three clusters with a clear, although not significant, correlation with PFS. We indeed believe that combining multiple measurements can give a more accurate view of the subtle, reciprocal, and interactive changes in the immune system.

Radiology
In a neuro-oncological follow-up, MRI is performed at regular intervals, or in case of a clinical deterioration. As such, MRI results are one of the main non-invasive tools to define the response of a therapy. However, vaccine-induced immune responses often provoke a transient contrast enhancement, which might be difficult to distinguish from tumor relapse. To overcome this problem, advanced MRI techniques are being investigated. In a pilot study of eight patients with recurrent GBM treated with adjuvant DC vaccination as monotherapy, maximal lesional regional cerebral blood volume (rCBV) ratios was found to be higher in progressive compared to stable patients, but also higher in patients immediately before distinct progression was diagnosed based on conventional clinico-radiological characteristics. These results need of course to be validated in larger prospective trials, but show that modern MRI techniques have the possibility to monitor the effect of DC vaccination on gliomas to some extent. Also, MRI could theoretically be used to monitor the peripheral immune responses when using labeled DCs, as was shown in a study on mice by Ferguson et al. Besides or complementary to MRI, other imaging modalities such as positron emission tomography (PET) scans to evaluate the metabolic data can help, but have only anecdotaly been explored for DC vaccination for GBM.

Getting the whole picture: towards in silico oncology
The multiple factors discussed in this review interact in a complex manner with each other (Table 2), presumably to determine the resulting treatment response of a specific patient. Large, late Phase II and Phase III clinical trials will give us a large amount of information on multiple levels. To maximally integrate all data and get the whole picture, computational analysis may become a prerequisite. As the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Multiscale parameters possibly predicting outcome after DC vaccination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Patient history and comorbidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• RPA classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Extent of resection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tumor characteristics: genetics, transcriptomes, histology, and immunohistochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other oncologic treatment: radiotherapy, chemotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Timing of treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dendritic cells: number, purity, viability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Serial MRI during treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Peripheral immune monitoring during treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: DC, dendritic cells; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RPA, recursive partitioning analysis.
field of mathematical modeling and in silico oncology is progressing, assessing these multiscale data in a mathematical hypermodeling environment will give us more insight into the disease itself, and subsequently, in treatment response predictions. This, in particular, will be necessary to take the step from experimental to standard therapy.
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